
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Vega Sicilia Único 2009 
Buy New 98 Point Único in Primary Market 

 

 

• Vega Sicilia Único is Spain’s ‘First Growth’ and top investment wine.   Vega Sicilia Único has a great 

long-term track record of value preservation.   

• The recently released Único 2009 (98 WA) is the second highest scoring ever Único (1998 and 2006 

also get 98 points, 1962 gets 100 points).   

• Único preserves value because it is a globally recognised icon made in small quantities (only 74,000 

bottles of 2009).   Supply dries up quickly on secondary market.   Only 1 or 2 cases of the 1998 or 1962 

are available to buy today.    

• Único 2009 has a drinking window to 2035, making it a long-dated investment.   

• It is important to buy Único on release as afterwards it is almost impossible to buy more than a couple 

of bottles at a time.   

Vega Sicilia Único – Why is it Collectable? 
 
Vega Sicilia Único is Spain’s ‘First Growth’.  It is the highest ranking Spanish wine on Liv-ex.com’s ‘Power 100’ 

list. The winery was founded in 1864 by Don Eloy Lecanda y Chaves, who arrived from Bordeaux with cuttings of 

Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Malbec. These were planted amongst the local Tinto Fino, a clone of Tempranillo.  

‘Único’ (unique) is the flagship wine of the estate and is typically released after 10 years of ageing.  Vega Sicilia 

also makes a Reserva Especial in some years, which is a blend of top vintages.  Único can age beautifully for 

decades.  The 100 point Único 1962 will be drinking until at least 2020, according to Wine Advocate.  

Top Vintages of Único Hold Value Extremely Well
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Vega Sicilia Único – Scarcity Drives Secondary Market Performance 
 
Vega Sicilia shoulders far more of the working capital burden than is typical in fine wine.   Unlike Bordeaux wines, 
Vega Sicilia Único is typically released only after 10 years of aging.  The 2009 has already been in bottle since 2015.   

 

Único is also made in very small quantities.   For the 2009, the production was just 74,274 bottles, 3,390 magnums, 
209 double magnums and 22 imperials.  This is only 20-25% of the production of First Growth Bordeaux.  What 

this means is the secondary market dries up very quickly, and given the aging potential of the wine, and its global 
following, the price gets squeezed upwards with time. 

 
Secondary Market Availability of Older Únicos is almost Non-existent 

 
                                                                     Source:  wine-searcher.com (pro edition) 

 

 
Vega Sicilia Único – Relatively Cheap Versus First Growth Bordeaux 
 
Vega Sicilia Único is the ‘First Growth’ of Spain.  But it is made in much smaller quantities than First Growth 

Bordeaux wines.   But it is still far cheaper than comparable Bordeaux wines, further strengthening our confidence 

in its value preserving potential. 
 

 
 
  

Year

Price 

(3x75cl) WA Score

Premium 

to 2009

 Cases Available 

(Globally)

2009 SGD 1,065 98 - 100+

2006 SGD 1,085 98 1.9% 45

1998 SGD 2,188 98 105.4% 2

1962 SGD 7,438 100 598.4% 1

98+ WA Point Unicos

Producer Year

Price 

(6x75cl) WA Score

Premium to 

Unico 2009

Vega Sicilia Unico 2009 SGD 2,130 98 -

Chateau Haut-Brion 2009 SGD 5,565 100 161.3%

Chateau Margaux 2009 SGD 5,854 98 174.8%

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 2009 SGD 4,935 99 131.7%

Chateau Lafite 2009 SGD 6,624 97 211.0%

Chateau Latour 2009 SGD 13,475 100 532.6%

Unico Versus 2009 First Growth Bordeaux



 

Vega Sicilia Unico – The Critics’ Views 
 

 
 
98 Points   Wine Advocate 

I tasted a bottle of the 2009 Único blind and was taken by the freshness, the red fruit notes and the Burgundian-
like characteristics of this vintage, which on paper was quite warm and dry. I also tasted the 2009 Valbuena, which 
is always more approachable, and was blown away by its aromatics. With time in the glass the Único opened up 
and got closer to the character of Valbuena but with more depth and clout, while showing extremely elegant. I 
tasted it again in the context of all the wines from the group, and it delivered all that I saw when I tasted it blind. 
It takes some time to unfurl its aromatic palette, and it feels young and somewhat undeveloped, younger than it 
is. It has a touch that made me think of the old vintages of Único on the nose but with very polished tannins and 
a soft mouthfeel that provides elegance. This is a wine that ages for no less than ten years before it's released. 
2009 seems like a great vintage for Vega Sicilia, much better than what I anticipated. It should develop nicely in 
bottle. 74,274 bottles, 3,390 magnums, 209 double magnums and 22 imperials were produced. It has been in 
bottle since June 2015. 
 
Drinking Window:  2020 - 2035 

Reviewer Name:  Luis Gutiérrez 

Review Date:   31st January 2019 

 
 

98 Points    James Suckling    

 
The elevage is complex, building from smaller barrels to larger barrels over a period of six years, finishing in larger 

vats. Then four years in bottle. Non-sequential releasing with the 2005 and 2006 being released after the 2007 and 

2008. This 2009 has good ripeness and deep fruit-presence on the nose with rich red and dark plums, subtly earthy 

spice, cedar and fresh tobacco. There’s terrific concentration on the palate and very ripe dark-plum, blueberry and 

cherry flavors. The tannins are fresh, very long and carry flavors deep. Natural freshness and effortless power, too 

— a hallmark of Unico! Very open-knit and approachable now, this will age for two decades easily, and then some 

more.   



 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

 
This report has been issued or approved for issue by an entity forming part of Cru (as defined below) and has been forwarded to you solely for 
your information and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative 
instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto (“financial instruments").  This report is intended for use by professional or business investors 
only. This report may not be reproduced without the consent of Cru. 
 

The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but, neither Cru, nor any of its 

directors, officers, or employees accepts liability from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and 

completeness. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report.  There can be no assurance that 

future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates.  Past performance should not be taken as an indication 

or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance.  This 

information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all 

material information concerning the product or products mentioned.  Cru is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts 

or estimates contained herein. 

The value of any products mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise.  Foreign currency denominated products are subject to fluctuations 

in exchange rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such products.  

This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who 

may receive this report.  Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any products or investment 

strategies discussed in this report. 

Cru (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, own or have a position in the products of any company or 

related company or products referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any such position or may make a market or act as a principal in 

any transaction in such products.  Directors of Cru may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned in this report.  Cru (or its directors, 

officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, act upon or use the information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis 

on which they are based prior to the material being published. Cru may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different 

conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the 

analysts who prepared them. 

For the purposes of this disclaimer, “Cru” shall mean: (i) Cru London Limited; (ii) Cru Asia Limited and (iii) from time to time, in relation to Cru 

London Limited and/or Cru Asia Limited, the ultimate holding company of that entity, a subsidiary (or a subsidiary of a subsidiary) of that entity, 

a holding company of that entity or any other subsidiary of that holding company, and any affiliated entity of any such entities. 

This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in part, copies circulated, or 

disclosed to another party, without the prior written consent of an entity within Cru.  Products referred to in this research report may not be 

eligible for sale in those jurisdictions where an entity within Cru is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, Cru does not 

allow the redistribution of this report to non-professional investors or persons outside the jurisdictions referred to above and Cru cannot be held 

responsible in any way for third parties who effect such redistribution or recipients thereof. © 2019. 

 


